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FACULTY OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION 25OO

Student Report Fortn

Instructions:
. For each field experience outcome below, place an "y'" inthe appropriate box to indicate the student

teacher's level of performance: either Not Meeting Expectations, Meeting Expectations, or Exceeding
Expectations. fMost students fall into the Meeting Expectations category, unless there is clear evidence for Not
Meeting Expectations or Exceeding ExpectationsJ. For students within the Meeting Expectations category,
please indicate level of performance.

. At the end of each section, please provide comments regarding the practicum, outcome.
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aJ establish and maintain positive and respectful relationships with learners. tul

bl establish and maintain positive and respectful relationships with Teacher Associate. ,1
o) establish and maintain posidve and respeefful.relationships with other members of the ,

school community. {
dl support all learners in the classroom. Yl
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aJ reinforce and maintain established behavioral expectations. {
b) reinforce and maintain established classroom procedures and routines. /
c) monitor and respond appropriately to student behavior. {
d) ensure a safe and orderly learning environment when working with students.

e) reinforce and maintain established academic expectations.

0 , demonstrate a dlmamic presence (e.g. alertness, 'with-it-ness', enthusiasm, passionJ. v
g) motivate and engage learners through organization and creativi$r. J
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aJ act in a manner that respects the dignity and rights of all persons without prejudice as to race, religious

beliefs, color, gender, sexual orientation, physic
/

treat pupils, peers, school personnel, and faculty with dignity and

circumstances.

respect and is considerate of theirb) {
act in a responsible manner, which includes being punctual, dependEble, trustworthy, consistent, and

reliable.
c) {
dl recognize that attendance in practicum courses and professional semesters is a professional responsibility' f

W

e) show maturity and judgment. Y

demonstrate a commitment to teaching through interest in
guestioning, reading and discussion.

Iearning about teaching, consulting,0
A

/
gl criticize [verbaliy or in writingJ the professional competence or professional reputation of others only in

confidence to proper officials and only after the otJrer person has been informed of the criticism. /
hl respect the confidentiality ofinformation about pupils, peers, school personnel, or faculty received in

confidence or in the course of professional duties'

/1
W

i') act in a manner *tat maintains the hon t'
does not make representations on behalf of the Faculty of Fducation, the University of Lethbridge, the

school, or the profession.
il {
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Recommendation to the Faculty of
E$y.ation:

Recornmended for admission

Not recommended for admission

Date:

Signatures:

Teacher


